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Deep Green and Bright Blue - Downing Centre
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01
Documenting the Mill
Stream - stormwater
2014
Charcoal and blue
chalk on Fabriano
190(h) x 150(w) cm
$900

02
Running Jumping
Standing 2014
Oil on canvas
72.5 x 90 cm
$900.00

03
Stormwater 2 2014
Oil on canvas
100(h) x 75(w) cm
$900

04
Gully 2014
Oil on canvas
80(h) x 80(w) cm
$900
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Stormwater containing the Mill Stream,
part of the largest freshwater wetlands in
Sydney. Where only weeds and weed
species will flourish.

Centennial Park site of colonial Sydney’s
second drinking water source, the
Lachlan Spring. Site of contested
bitumen as the Trust attempts to
displace cyclists in favour of motor
vehicles.

What was once a sprawling,
rumbustious, fecund watercourse is now
contained in an impervious concrete
sewer, unable to sustain anything but
weeds and weed species and turning a
resource into an eyesore.

This image bears an uncanny
resemblance to the Jason Wing
sculpture on the Bay Run at Drummoyne.
The sculpture is based upon the creation
myth of a snake or eel that creates
water courses. Centennial Park is home
to Long Finned Eels and other freshwater
creatures.

05
Blender Bike
rescue bike
blender attachment
trailer
seating
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The use of a bicycle to generate
electricity is an inefficient use of human
and mechanical power. This friction
drive blender base has been specially
manufactured to accept off-the-shelf
blender components. It is the opposite
of a labour saving device.

06
PS3
Lifted straight off the road like a Bansky
Ply, gloss acrylic paint stencil sent off to auction, this PS3 mock
120(h) x 120(w)cm
up stencil has done admirable service
over the years.

07
Site Lines 2014
Charcoal and blue
chalk on Fabriano
190(h) x 150(w) cm
$900

08
Jet 2014
Oil on canvas
72.5(h) x 90(w) cm
$900

09
Riparian bush 2014
Oil on canvas
80(h) x 80(w) cm
$900
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High tension stanchions like the one
sketched litter the landscape speaking
of centralised and distributed power, a
dim call to the heady days of
Nietzsche’s Uber Mensch (forerunner to
Superman), Stalin (The Man of Steel) and
even Chairman Mao's home iron
smelters. Estimates are that 30% of the
power distributed along such gold
plated lines is dissipated making them
inefficient and a graceless eyesore.

Recent call for public comment
regarding road works at Sydney Airport
T2-3 attracted 130 submissions (approx),
70+ were from cyclists. Completing the
Botany Bay Trail would deliver requested
improvements around and to the airport.
Removing the access fee would give the
public direct access to the Botany Bay
Trail by heavy rail.

Centennial Park was once the subject of
a Green Ban when developers
threatened to build a parking lot to
service a fast food outlet. Attempts to
introduce speed humps would have
dissuaded cyclists en masse including
paralympic cyclists who have no other
accessible locations to train.

10
Black Swan 2014
Oil on canvas
73(h) x 90(w) cm
$900
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Nassim Nicolas Taleb penned a book
The Black Swan about the use of
mathematics and logic to undermine
our most cherished shibboleths and tin
gods. Popular monthly Car Free days
were cancelled to facilitate car use.

11
Re:cycle 2014
Oil on canvas
74(h) x 86(w) cm
$900

12
Culvert 2014
Oil on canvas
80(h) x 80(w) cm
$900

13
Cinema Cycle
Kona Ute w electric
assist, Trailer, Utility
Box, LED TV,
Stand, Slide reel

14
Doble Dobell 2013
Charcoal and blue
chalk on Fabriano
185(h) x 140(w) cm
$900
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A report was published to support the
introduction of speed humps so that
families could drive to the Park, park
their cars inside the Parklands, and cross
Grand Drive in safety. The statistics were
fudged, shifting the blame for all
collisions, including known errors by car
drivers, onto bicycles.
The extensive wetlands that originate in
the now Centennial Park are the largest
freshwater wetlands in Sydney. All that
remains of the wetlands is the man
made dams of Centennial Park,
Eastlakes and the Mill Ponds, and the
stormwater channels that connect
them.

Ongoing project developing a
standalone power source for audiovisual presentations. In-wheel motors
generate electricity which is stored in a
battery and converted to 240v by
inverter. The images in the slide show
represent 10 years of ongoing research
celebrating failure and success.

Union Square, Pyrmont. Site of a green
ban when the former Labor Government
sought to demolish heritage terraces to
install a Metro station. Rush hour here
now consists of hundreds of cycle
commuters.

15
Documenting the Mill
Stream - culvert 2013
Charcoal and blue
chalk on Fabriano
183(h) x 140(w) cm
$900

16
Spring St Drain 2015
Oil on canvas
167(h) x 200(w) cm
$4500

17
Littoral 2014
Oil on canvas
167 (h) x 200(w) cm
$4500

18
Europa
Rescued1970s dual
suspension bmx
bicycle.
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Botany Swamps, Lachlan Swamps or
Eastlakes was the subject of a major
clean up by Sydney Water less than a
decade ago. The debris in this image is
the result of “stormwater run off”. Coca
Cola Amatil, Lion Nathan, Grocery
Retailers Association and other
corporates attempted to prevent
container deposit legislation knowing it
has little or no impact on their profits.

Seemingly ‘waste’ land, the Riverine
Wetlands to the right of the picture
annually hosts international feathered
travellers from Siberia. The stopover
wetlands in-between, in Asia are being
destroyed through development and
exploitation threatening many bird
species.

The few Green and Gold Bell Frogs in the
Rockdale LGA can be found serenading
the golfers of Kogarah Golf Course...
before the M5 East ploughs its way
through for the benefit of tinned
coffings.

A number of motorcycle manufacturers,
inspired by the OPEC oil crises, and in an
attempt to capture a younger
demographic, turned back the clock by
removing the petrol engine from the
bicycle frames. The BMX craze was born.

19
Sydney Green Ring –
Mill Stream waste trap
2013
Charcoal and blue
chalk on Fabriano
Paper
183(h) x 140(w) cm
$900

20
PS3

Botany Swamps or Eastlakes was the
subject of a major clean up by Sydney
Water less than a decade ago. The
debris in this image is the result of
“stormwater run off”. Coca Cola Amatil,
the Grocery Retailers Association and
others attempted to prevent container
deposit legislation knowing it has little or
no impact on their profits.

A fitting reminder of the need for more
affordable and low cost housing. This
vision of someone sleeping rough but
with all the mod cons (mobile phones
aplenty) would have Juanita turning in
her Sydney airport runway grave. It is not
just the executives of the Nugan Hand
bank who know where the bodies are
buried.
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